Introduction.
Horn [2, Theorems 4 and 10; cf. 3] has shown that every class of algebras characterizable by a closed sentence of conditional type is closed under passage to direct union and that this result cannot be improved by allowing a larger class of characterizing sentences describable in terms of the quantifiers and prepositional structure of their prenex normal forms. It is not known whether every class of algebras which is characterizable by a closed sentence, but not by a closed sentence of conditional type, fails to be closed under direct union.
These results and problems carry over into Tarski's theory of arithmetical classes of algebras [4] ,2 which provides mathematical counterparts for characterizing sentences containing relation symbols, rather than for the more special sentences containing operation symbols used by Horn [2] . In particular, it is known that all conditional classes of algebras, as defined below, are closed under direct union,2 and the problem whether all other (nonconditional) arithmetical classes of algebras fail to be closed under direct union is still unsolved. However, we shall give two sufficient conditions for nonclosure under direct union of nonconditional classes ( §2, Theorems 1 and 2), as well as a sufficient condition for closure, of which we do not know that it applies to conditional classes only ( §3, Theorem 3). These results will be further discussed in §3.
We use the terminology and notation of [4] , with the provision that + shall be considered as a ternary relation (not as a binary operation), and the necessary changes be made in subsequent definitions. This restriction to one finitary relation is not essential for the ideas used. For purposes of abbreviation, we use the symbols a (and), -*■ (if • • • then ■ • ■ )> V (there exists), A (for all), and such symbols as \/iEI (there exists an element i of 7) and /\iEI (for all elements * of 7).
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1 The problem considered in this paper was suggested to the author by Professor Alfred Tarski in his seminar of Spring 1953 at the University of California. Professor Tarski also suggested Corollary 1 of this paper and the use of a method due to McKinsey [l, Theorem 1 ] for its proof. This method appears in the proofs of Lemmas 2 and 3 below.
2 See §3 of this paper.
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Then each member of the step sequence (hence also G) has the property P.
Remark. In all applications of this lemma, 7 will be finite.
Proof. If §1 = (^4, +) is an algebra, xEA", and yEA" differs from
x at most in its &th term, we call y a fc-sequence for x. (For example, if 2f=U2I,[i(E7] and xEA", then yEA" is a ^-sequence for x if and only if, for each i in 7, (y(i)) is a ^-sequence for (x(i)).) Suppose that the hypothesis holds; then H0 = F has the property P. Suppose that 77j,_i, p -1 <w, has the property P. To prove that 77p has the property P, suppose that for 21 and x as described,
It remains to show that To prove (3) we must show that xE Ak(,P)Hp-i(%), i.e. we must find a k(p)-sequence for x which does not belong to 77j,_i(3l). But by (2) In particular, in view of the last sentence of Definition 5, each/,-in Lemma la may be taken to be the identity function from AF to AF; then the result is Lemma lb.6 Lemma 2. Let FEUF, GEAF, and let G be a successor of F. Let It is sufficient to show that x£F(2Q.
Indeed, by hypothesis, we have (x(i))£E.7),r(2L) for all i<m(h), and all rEP(h). Hence, by the remark following Definition 4,
(ArEP(h)){xEFhrW)}.
Also, by hypothesis, (x(i))EFhi(^.i) for all iEQ(h); hence, by the same remark, (AiEQ(h)) {x££ 7)^(20 }■ From this and (7) we conclude that xE(ii<mwFhi(^.); hence by (5), that xEF(W).
Remark. We can satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2 (and the corresponding part of the hypothesis of Theorem 1 below) for every GEAF. For every such G is a successor of some FE UF representable in the form (5) ;4 we can then always construct a step sequence from F to G and (by obvious inductive definitions) a set of functions S whose members satisfy (6) and which is concurrent with the step sequence. A similar observation holds for Lemma 3. Remark. The proof will show that the hypothesis GECONDF is (Ai E 7) {(x(j)) E fi[H-](%,) )^xE Hp(m.
Proof.
In view of Lemma 1, it is sufficient to prove the assertion for £ = 0, i.e. for H0 = F. Suppose that F, G, S, 21, and x are as in the hypothesis, and that (Aj E I) \(x(j)) E nFh.iW(%,)\.
It is sufficient to show that x€f.F(2l). Indeed, by hypothesis, (AjEJ) (\fh<l){(x(j))EFh,m(%)}-Since FKmEEF, we conclude that (AiEJ)(\/h<l){xEFn,jm(m}, and
Now, if we had xGF(Sl), then, by (5) and the emptiness of the P(h), (Ah<l)(ViEQ(h)){xEFhi(%)}. We form an element j of / by taking, for each h<l, j(h)EQ(h) to be such that xEFh.jmC®.). Then xGfW Fh,jW(Wj, contradicting (12). Hence x£F(Sf). , which carries over into the theory of arithmetical classes, implies that every subfamily of AC, disjoint with CONDC, which can be described in terms of the structure of the canonical representations4 of the arithmetical functions characterizing the family members, has at least one member class which is not closed under direct union. We conclude from the corollaries and from Theorem 2 of the preceding section that in some subfamilies of this kind (namely, the subfamilies of UC, DISJC, and POSC consisting of the respective members not in CONDC) all members fail to be closed under direct union. But Theorem 3 of this section makes it seem unlikely that the same should be true for the entire subfamily of AC consisting of the members not in CONDC; for this theorem gives a sufficient condition for closure of which there seems no reason to assume that it applies to conditional classes only. There remains the problem of finding a condition both sufficient and necessary for closure, which would clarify the status of those nonconditional arithmetical classes satisfying none of the conditions mentioned in Theorems 1,2, and 3.
Theorem
3. Let GEAF, and let G be a successor of FEUF, represented in the form (5). Let H0, Hi, ■ ■ ■ , H" be a step sequence from F to G, and let the P(h) and Q(h) be as in Lemma 2. Let there exist a set S={ch0, cpi} of functions concurrent with the step sequence, a decomposition of I into disjoint sets 7(0), 7(1), 7(2), one set R(h) for each h<l, and one number r(h)EQ(h) for each hEL(2) such that 7(0) VJ 7(1) C {h | h < I A P(h) ^ AJ, Proof. Suppose the hypothesis holds. By the preceding remark, we may assume that,neither 7(0) nor L(l) is empty. Let 7 be an index set which has at least two elements. Let i0 be a fixed element of 7. We define a set S' = {fi\iEl} of functions concurrent with the given step sequence as follows:
(<po for i = t0, (18) fi = ll * • ^ • (<bi for t j* t0.
We shall prove that G has the following property P': For all direct
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use unions 21 = (A, +) of algebras 3L indexed by 7, and for all xEA",
Indeed, by Lemma la it is sufficient to prove that F has the property P'. To show this, suppose that for 31 and x as described, the antecedent of (19) holds with F substituted for G. Then by (18) (A* G 7(0) U 7(1))(Vr G P(*)) {* G F»r(SI)}, and (AhEL(2)){xEFh,rW(K)}-Therefore xGn*<«U,<m(A>FAl.(2f) = F(Sl), and F, hence also G, has the property P' as asserted.
To prove the theorem, let 21 = (A, +) be a direct union of algebras %i = (Ai, +) indexed by a set 7, such that 31,G^(G) for all t'G7. We have to show that 21 GC^(G), i.e., that for all xEA"
(20) xGG(2I).
We may assume that 7 has at least two elements. We define the set S'={fi\iEl} as in the first part of the proof. Then, by (17), QJ^fG) C-£(G)Q0t<iC£("t>t[G]))i we can prove by the same method that QJ^fG) is closed under passage to direct unions of at least 5 algebras.
